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Archdiocesan Parish Council (APC) of the Archdiocese of Boston 
Virtual Meeting (via “GoToWebinar”) 

Tuesday 5 May 2020 
  

Meeting Notes 
Introduction:  

• Presenter Sean Hickey opened the meeting as the virtual host of the May 2020 APC 
meeting, and clarified that he and meeting organizer Michael Habeeb will provide the 
technical direction of the meetings 
 

1) Call to Order at 7:00 pm by Sister Marian Batho, CSJ 

• Welcome to all for the May 2020 RCAB APC meeting.  We are wishing everyone well 
during the pandemic shutdown.  

• This is the virtual meeting due to the COVID-19 pandemic and associated shutdown.  
Special thanks to Organizer Michael Habeeb and Presenter Sean Hickey for their 
assistance. 

• Special thanks to all participating in the meeting. 
 

2) Opening Prayer – Cardinal Seán 

• Welcome and opening prayer by Cardinal Seán. 

• Special reflection on those struggling with the current challenges. 
 

3) Opening Remarks – Cardinal Seán 

• A month ago we did not know what Zoom was, and now it is a mainstay. 

• So far we’ve had about 20 Priests test positive and some have died, including an Auxiliary 
Bishop.  The scourge has been deeply troubling to so many. 

• We have had a special focus on the challenges of bereavement during this very difficult 
time.  This is an ongoing issue, and it is impacting many. 

• Seminarians have all been sent to parishes and they have finished their semester on-line. 

• Grateful for the innovative approaches that everyone has demonstrated.  For example, a 
week ago Monday, the RCAB webinar had 1300 attendees. 

• There is a special group of volunteer priests who are ministering to the COVID-19 patients 
throughout our region. 

• Tonight’s speakers have been working diligently on the RCAB response to Covid-19.  We 
will hear more from them on the details of their important work. 

• There are two great concerns:  
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o How are we able to re-open the parishes and administer the Sacraments?  This is 
of course a very pressing issue. 

o The other great challenge is the economic challenge.  Some Parishes are now 
considering mergers to conserve resources. 

• As a piece of good news, we did get into the CARES Act for Catholic employees, and we 
are now working hard to also seek the government’s help for the schools.  We want to 
see the Governor include Catholic schools in the education funding bills.   

• Each year the Catholic Church saves the government about $1B/year because of Catholic 
Schools, with very high graduation rates.  Thus, we should be included in these legislative 
activities.  

• The Parishes are of course suffering deeply from the inability to have their offertory.   

• The economic challenges are hitting everyone, including all the families of the RCAB, and 
this will have a long-term impact. 
 

4) Archdiocesan Response to COVID–19 

• Sister Marian continued the agenda with a detailed review of specific efforts to address 
the shutdown. 

• The impact on Parishes now and in the future is the focus of this discussion. 

• We will hear from three speakers. 
 

M.C. Sullivan, Chief Healthcare Ethicist 

• “Understanding the Present to Plan for the Future” 

• COVID-19: Where are we Now?  

• Slides were provided.  

• MC first reviewed the COVID-19 cases in Massachusetts. 

• There is still an upward slope, but it is now flattening. 

• Yesterday the Governor indicated 18/May could be a change, but all that might happen 
is the advisory board will report on plans to re-open.   

• Massachusetts will be driven by science.   

• Yesterday the Governor indicated that Massachusetts will follow the federal process. 

• We are now in the plateau.  We have not yet seen a downward trajectory. 

• The re-opening will occur as a process.  Already there are some new hot spot areas in 
Massachusetts.  

• We are part of a three-state coalition in the northeast, which does not include ME, NH              
or VT. 

• The proposed state/regional gating criteria needs to be met.  This addresses symptoms, 
cases, and hospitals and the health care system. 

• We clearly have a problem getting the necessary testing done. 

• The core state preparedness responsibilities were addressed.   

• This includes testing and contact tracing, as well as healthcare system capacity.  

• We are still struggling to get the necessary PPE for the health care system.  We are still 
short essential health care equipment. We need to be ready for the follow-up flare-up 
that’s expected. 

• The guidelines for all phases were reviewed, including gating criteria for individuals and 
employers.  
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• Phase One for Individuals addresses all vulnerable individuals - when in public, to avoid 
socializing, and minimize non-essential travel. 

• Note that in MA the mask order is going into effect at midnight tonight and includes inside 
gatherings. 

• Phase One for Employers, addresses encouraging telework; return to work will occur in 
phases; common areas; minimizing non-essential travel (all travel, not just air travel); and 
special accommodations for vulnerable populations. 

• Phase One for Specific Types of Employers, addresses schools, organized youth activities, 
visits to senior living facilities, visits to hospitals, large venues, elective surgeries, gyms, 
and bars. 

• Phase Two, is for States/Regions with no evidence of a re-bound that satisfy the gating 
criteria a second time. 

• Phase Two for Individuals, for employers, etc., has stringent but less stringent criteria. 

• Phase Three has even more relaxed criteria. 

• In Phase Three, we finally see large venues will be able to operate under limited physical 
distancing protocols.  At the moment the criteria defines a large venue as more than 10, 
but this needs to be re-visited since obviously large venues cannot be equal to small 
venues. 

• The planning includes one for operational plans, and another for parochial plans.   
 

Fr. Paul Soper, Secretary for Evangelization 

• Impact of some of what we just heard from MC.  There are opportunities and challenges. 

• We have not had regular offertory for 8 weeks, and this will go on for a very long time.   

• Once it returns, it will be in a very depressed economy. 

• Some Parishes are already in dire financial situations.   

• Some are courageously looking to the future.  Even with government support, that 
support is limited and won’t last very long. 

• A number of Parishes are combining on their own.   There already is half a dozen that 
have combined on their own.  They are showing real leadership.   

• On the positive side, there has been a large increase in virtual evangelization.  Many 
creative new programs have sprung-up.   

• This is the hour of the domestic church, and to re-discover the heart of the family. 

• Today the re-start team has met for the first time, and this includes two APC members. 

• Contact Psoper@rcab.org with any following comments or questions. 
 
Mr. John Straub, Chancellor Archdiocese of Boston 

• Review of what can and cannot be done for Parishes.  We are trying to plan for the long-
term.  We are really going to be challenged in the long-run. 

• Some facts are already settled, and are clear, such as today we have 30 million Americans 
now out of work.  This of course already has, and will, continue to have significant 
influence on the church. 

• We are facing a long-term effect of this shutdown.  We are planning for the worst and 
praying for the best. 

• As one good news detail, we have had RCAB employees covered in the last CARES Act, 
but this is of course only a temporary fix. 

mailto:Psoper@rcab.org
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• As one big change on the financial side, today we are no longer able to help rescue 
individual Parishes in financial trouble.  Last year, for example, the RCAB directly helped 
approximately 70 Parishes.  There are now no reserves to do so this year. 

• Collections have dropped about 50 percent.  The pinch is being directly felt.   

• Also many rental incomes are on hold that numerous Parishes depend on. 

• In a two-year Marathon, an eight weeks of breathing room is not much.  

• Parishes are now being told that they are going to need to live on whatever they can get 
going forward. 

• All Parish and Finance Councils need to look at very serious decisions.  It will certainly be 
a very hard time again. 

• On-line giving needs to be pushed.  It’s very important for this to proliferate. 

• We need to get very creative to avoid Parish closures. 
 

5) Moderated Questions and Answers 

• This session is facilitated by Sean and Michael. 

• Jared Cowell: Given the challenges, how can the APC members help and be of service? 

• Promoting the 90-day campaign is important and urgently needed.  We also need to push 
for the Governor’s support of the CARES Act and related legislation to include help for 
Parishes, etc. We need to do what we can to support our individual Parishes.   

• No matter what, we should never lose sight of our mission, and our core principles.   

• We are concerned about those who are/were receiving the sacraments that are now in 
limbo. 

• Finally, we also need to urge Parish and Finance Councils to be courageous and show 
leadership. 

• Sean Doherty:  What is a realistic timeline for the return journey? 

• The liturgical schedule is pending.  Meanwhile, we should get used to wearing masks 
inside and outside for the foreseeable future.  This will be for months and months to 
come. 

• Remember that this COVID-19 virus is “novel” which means it is not well understood.  This 
is a very confounding detail in our recovery, and thus, this will be a long journey.   

• For scheduling, early July is probably the very earliest we could possibly get through the 
three phases.  This would be the earliest, and even this is questionable. 

• Nataliya Poto: When we be able to receive the Eucharist?  Will we be creative on this? 

• This is one of the reasons we have formed the particular committee working on this and 
related issues.  This is a key issue for them.  We are understandably anxious to receive 
the sacraments, but, we need to be responsible and not expose people.  Two of our 
largest demographics in the RCAB are the elderly and immigrants, and they have already 
suffered greatly in this pandemic. 

• Richard Randazzo:  Can the petition and slides be sent to all the APC members?  Yes. 

• Tracy Palen:  Will there be a delay in the movement and forming of collaboratives going 
forward?   

• This is being addressed, and understandably there may be delays in some places, but 
meanwhile, other Parishes are getting creative on their own and further collaborating to 
preserve resources. 
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• Juan Hoya: A particular priest at parish has gotten ill.  How will he and others be 
replaced? 

• Where there is a need for an additional Priest, we will try to do so. 

• Tom Fitzpatrick: For on-line evangelization, are there good resources we should be 
referring everyone to?  Are there strong recommendations for this?  Also, what about 
outdoor Masses, and drive-by communion, etc.? 

• Outdoor and drive-by Masses are clear options that are possible and will be considered, 
even likely to occur. 

• The webinar links will be shared with the APC.  Also BostonCatholic.org has good 
information on how to live-stream.  An example is to sign-up for Flock Notes. 

• Kevin Dolan: Do parishes know they can turn to the Knights of Columbus (K of C,) and do 
they know that parishes can work together on these issues? 

• The K of C has already been very helpful, especially working with the Governor on some 
of the legislation.  Also, the parishes are working together. 

• In closing, thanks to all APC members for their questions.  More questions are welcome 
after this meeting.  Finally, thanks to all for the technical help running this virtual 
meeting. 
 

6) Closing Remarks - Cardinal Seán 

• Thank you to everyone for all that is done in support of the APC and RCAB.  We are all 
working together on this challenging issue.   

• We trust in God, and it is in crisis that we see the worst, but also see the very best.  We 
need to keep up our spirits and stay focused on our ultimate mission as a Church.  We 
need to have faith and to trust in Jesus. 
 

7) Closing Prayer – Cardinal Seán 

• Final closing remarks were expressed, and thanks were again expressed. 

• Closing Prayer 
 
8) The meeting adjourned at 8:35 pm, with blessing to all. 
 


